Abstract-Web users and content are increasingly being geopositioned, and increased focus is being given to serving local content in response to web queries. This development calls for spatial keyword queries that take into account both the locations and textual descriptions of content. We study the efficient, joint processing of multiple top-k spatial keyword queries. Such joint processing is attractive during high query loads and also occurs when multiple queries are used to obfuscate a user's true query. We propose a novel algorithm and index structure for the joint processing of top-k spatial keyword queries. Empirical studies show that the proposed solution is efficient on real data sets. We also offer analytical studies on synthetic data sets to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed solution.
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INTRODUCTION
A range of technologies combine to afford the web and its users a geographical dimension. Geopositioning technologies such as GPS and Wi-Fi and cellular geolocation services, e.g., as offered by Skyhook, Google, and Spotigo, are being used increasingly; and different geocoding technologies enable the tagging of web content with positions. Studies [21] suggest that some 20 percent of all web queries from desktop users exhibit local intent, i.e., query for local content. The percentage is likely to be higher for mobile users.
This renders so-called spatial keyword queries [1] , [2] , [3] , [6] , [26] , [27] important. Such queries take a location and a set of keywords as arguments and return the content that best matches these arguments. Spatial keyword queries are important in local search services such as those offered by Google Maps and a variety of yellow pages, where they enable search, e.g., nearby restaurants or cafes that serve a particular type of food. Travel sites such as TripAdvisor and TravellersPoint may use spatial keyword queries to find nearby hotels with particular facilities.
As an example, in Fig. 1 , a service provider's database D stores the spatial locations and textual descriptions (sets of keywords) of restaurants p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , and p 4 . For instance, restaurant p 1 is described by the keywords: "pizza" and "grill." User q 1 (shown as a shaded dot) issues the following query: find the nearest restaurant that serves "curry" and "sushi." The service returns restaurant p 2 , which is the closest one that contains all the keywords in q 1 .
A top-k spatial keyword query retrieves k objects that are closest to the query location and that contain all the argument keywords [3] . We study the joint processing of sets of such queries.
Consider again Fig. 1 where the dashed rectangle represents a theater. After a concert, users q 1 , q 2 , and q 3 each wish to find a nearest restaurant (k ¼ 1) that matches their preferences. User q 1 prefers "curry" and "sushi," user q 2 prefers "seafood" and "sushi," and user q 3 prefers "curry" and "seafood." The result returned to q 1 is p 2 , as this is the nearest object that contains all keywords of this user's query. Similarly, the result returned to q 2 is p 3 , and the result returned to q 3 is empty, as no object contains "curry" and "seafood."
These three queries can be processed jointly as a single joint top-k spatial keyword query Q that consists of three subqueries. The joint processing is motivated by two main applications.
Application I: Multiple Query Optimization
Multiple query optimization is well-studied. Existing work can be roughly divided into three categories.
Grouping/partitioning a large set of queries. Papadopoulos and Manolopoulos [17] use a space filling curve to group queries so as to improve the overall performance of processing all queries. Zhang et al. [28] study the processing of multiple nearest neighbor queries; they propose R-treebased solutions and heuristics for the grouping of queries. However, the joint query we consider is actually one group of queries. We thus aim to compute one group of queries efficiently. Any grouping/partitioning approach can be applied before our algorithm.
Caching historical information for future queries. Hu et al. [9] cache the result objects as well as the index that supports these objects as the results so as to optimize query response time. Zheng and Lee [29] consider a scenario where objects are stationary while queries are mobile. They develop a semantic caching scheme that records a cached item (object) as well as its valid range (Voronoi cell). However, their approach cannot be directly applied to our problem because their valid range concept ignores the query keywords in our problem. In our experiments, traditional caching, i.e., LRU buffering, is considered as a competitor to our proposals.
Techniques for the efficient processing of one group of queries [8] , [10] , [18] , [22] . For example, subexpressions shared among a set of SQL queries can be evaluated once and then subsequently reused. This reduces the cost when compared to processing each query separately. None of these existing works consider keyword-based queries. However, we adopt the same general philosophy and aim to share computation across multiple queries.
With a high load of queries, joint processing is possible and can contribute to offering robustness to peak loads. For example, many users who attend or follow the same event, e.g., a sporting event, may issue similar queries that can be processed jointly with significant performance gains when compared to one-at-a-time processing. Furthermore, a variety of services are seeing very large and increasing volumes of queries, e.g., status updates and buzz posts in Facebook, tweets in Twitter, and web queries in Bing, Google, and Yahoo! Specifically, Google is reported to currently receive on average some 34,000 queries per second. This suggests a need for means of joint query processing.
The top-k spatial keyword query supports a range of important location-based services. According to a new report by Juniper Research, 1 revenues from mobile locationbased services are expected to reach more than $12.7 billion by 2014, driven by smartphone proliferation, a surge in application storefront launches, and developments in hybrid positioning technologies. We may anticipate that the high load of top-k spatial keyword queries will become a challenge at the server side in the future.
Application II: Privacy-Aware Querying Support
A service provider may not be fully trusted by users. For example, service providers are vulnerable to hackers, and authorities can gain access to a service provider's query logs by means of a search warrant.
A fake-query approach has been proposed that offers location privacy by hiding the true query among multiple fake queries [4] , [12] , [13] . However, the keywords in a query may also disclose sensitive information about a user, e.g., of a medical, financial, political, or religious nature [19] . The joint processing of top-k spatial keyword queries enables extension of the fake-query approach to also offer keyword privacy.
Specifically, the user submits a set of queries Q ¼ fq 1 ; q 2 ; . . . ; q C g to the server such that q i is the user's original query. In regards to keyword privacy, query Q is said to satisfy C-plausible deniability [15] if each subquery of Q has same chance of being the original query and different subqueries belong to different topics. Murugesan et al. [15] study how to generate a set Q of keyword queries such that C-plausible deniability is achieved. We aim at efficient query evaluation of a set of spatial keyword queries.
Challenges and Contributions
While efficient for individual queries, existing top-k spatial keyword query processing techniques [2] , [3] , [26] , [30] are inefficient for the joint processing of such queries. Thus, better techniques are needed. These should preferably be generic and applicable to a variety of tree-based index structures for spatial keyword data [2] , [3] , [26] , [30] .
The paper contributes as follows: first, we formulate the joint top-k spatial keyword query processing problem and identify applications (Sections 1 and 2). Second, we propose a generic group-based algorithm (GROUP) for the joint processing of top-k spatial keyword queries that effectively shares the processing among queries and also introduce a basic algorithm ITERATE in Section 3. Third, we present a new index structure for efficient query processing in Section 4. Fourth, we develop cost models for two representative indexes in Section 5. Fifth, we offer empirical insight into the performance of the proposed algorithm and index structure, in Section 6. We review existing indexes in Section 7 and conclude and offer research directions in Section 8.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Let D be a data set in which each object p 2 D is a pair h; i of a spatial location p: and a textual description p: (e.g., the facilities and menu of a restaurant).
Similarly, a spatial keyword query [3] q ¼ h; i has two components, where q: is a spatial location and q: is a set of keywords. The answer to query q is a list of k objects that are in ascending order of their distance to the query location q: and whose descriptions contain the set of query keywords q: .
Formally, let the function distðÁ; ÁÞ denote the euclidean distance between its argument locations, and let Dðq: Þ ¼ fp 2 D j q: p: g be the objects in D that contain all the keywords in q. The result of the top-k spatial keyword query q, qðDÞ, is a subset of Dðq: Þ containing k objects such that The joint top-k spatial keyword query Q is a set fq i g of such queries. We introduce the following notion to capture useful information on a joint query Q: 1) Q: ¼ MBR qi2Q q i : is the minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) of the locations of the subqueries in Q, 2) Q: ¼ [ q i 2Q q i : is the union of the keyword sets of the subqueries in Q, and 3) Q:m ¼ min q i 2Q jq i : j is the smallest keyword set size of a subquery in Q. We later define a variable q i : that captures the upper bound kth nearest neighbor distance of subquery q i . The value Q: ¼ max q i 2Q q i : then represents the maximum upper bound kth nearest neighbor distance of all the subqueries in Q.
Referring to Fig. 1 , the joint query Q contains three subqueries q 1 , q 2 , and q 3 (shown as shaded dots). The objects (e.g., restaurants) are shown as white dots. We have that q 1 : ¼ fcurry; sushig, q 2 : ¼ fseafood; sushig, q 3 : ¼ fcurry; seafoodg. Note that Q: denotes the MBR of the shaded dots in the figure. We also have Q: ¼ fcurry; seafood; sushig and Q:m ¼ 2.
The paper addresses the problem of developing efficient solutions for the processing of the joint top-k spatial keyword query Q. The underlying data are assumed to contain not only a large number of locations, but also a large number of keyword sets. Due to data size and storage cost considerations, the data are stored on disk.
PROPOSED ALGORITHMS
We present the existing IR-tree in Section 3.1 and then proceed to develop a basic and an advanced algorithm, in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively, for processing joint top-k spatial keyword queries. The algorithms are generic and are not tied to a particular index.
Preliminaries: The IR-Tree
The IR-tree [2] , which we use as a baseline, is essentially an R-tree [5] extended with inverted files [32] . The IR-tree's leaf nodes contain entries of the form ðp; p:; p:diÞ, where p refers to an object in data set D, p: is the bounding rectangle of p, and p:di is the identifier of the description of p. Each leaf node also contains a pointer to an inverted file with the text descriptions of the objects stored in the node.
An inverted file index has two main components.
. A vocabulary of all distinct words appearing in the description of an object. . A posting list for each word t that is a sequence of identifiers of the objects whose descriptions contain t. Each nonleaf node R in the IR-tree contains a number of entries of the form ðcp; rect; cp:diÞ where cp is the address of a child node of R, rect is the MBR of all rectangles in entries of the child node, and cp:di is the identifier of a pseudotext description that is the union of all text descriptions in the entries of the child node.
As an example, Fig. 2 a contains eight spatial objects p 1 ; p 2 ; . . . ; p 8 , and Fig. 2b shows the words appearing in the description of each object. Fig. 3a illustrates the corresponding IR-tree, and Fig. 3b shows the contents of the inverted files associated with the nodes.
Basic Algorithm: ITERATE
The ITERATE algorithm (Algorithm 1) for computing the joint top-k spatial keyword query is adapted from an existing algorithm [2] that considers a single query. . maintain the top k objects 3:
Initialize V i with k null objects with distance 1;
4:
U new min-priority queue; 5:
U.Enqueue(root; 0 ); 6:
while U is not empty do 7: e U.Dequeue(); 8: if e is an object then 9:
update V i by ðe; distðq i :; e:ÞÞ; 10:
if V i has k non-null objects then 11:
break the while-loop; 12:
else . e points to a child node 13: read the node CN of e; 14:
read the posting lists of CN for keywords in q i : ; 15:
for each entry e 0 in the node CN do 16:
if q i : e 0 : then 17:
U.Enqueue(e 0 ; mindistðq i :; e 0 :Þ); . top-k results of each subquery 18: return fV i g; Recall that a joint top-k spatial keyword query Q consists of a set of subqueries q i . The ITERATE algorithm computes the top-k results for each subquery separately. The arguments are a joint query Q, the root of an index root, and the number of results k for each subquery.
When processing a subquery q i 2 Q, the algorithm maintains a priority queue U on the nodes to be visited. The key of an element e 2 U is the minimum distance mindistðq i :; e:Þ between the query q i and the element e. The algorithm utilizes the keyword information to prune the search space. It only loads the posting lists of the words in q i . A nonleaf entry is pruned if it does not match all the keywords of q i . The algorithm returns k elements that have the smallest euclidean distance to the query and contain the query keywords. Example 1. Consider the joint query Q ¼ fq 1 ; q 2 ; q 3 g in Fig. 2 , where q 1 : ¼ fa; bg, q 2 : ¼ fb; cg, q 3 : ¼ fa; cg, and all subqueries (and Q) have the same location . Table 1 shows the minimum distances between Q and each object and bounding rectangle in the tree. We want to find the top-1 object. For each subquery q i , ITERATE thus computes the top-1 result. Subquery q 1 ¼ h; fa; bgi first visits the root and loads the posting lists of words a and b in InvF ile-root. Since entries R 5 and R 6 both contain a and b, both entries are inserted into the priority queue with their distances to q 1 . The next dequeued entry is R 5 , and the posting lists of words a and b in InvF ile-R 5 are loaded. Since only R 1 contains a and b, R 1 is inserted into the queue, while R 2 is pruned. Now R 6 and R 1 are in the queue, and R 6 is dequeued. After loading the posting lists of words a and b in InvF ile-R 6 , R 3 is inserted into the queue, while R 4 is pruned. Now R 1 and R 3 are in the queue, and R 1 is dequeued. Its child node is loaded, and the top-1 object p 1 is found, since the distance of p 1 is smaller than that of the first entry (R 3 ) in the queue (2 < 4). Similarly, the result of subquery h; fb; cgi is empty, and the result of subquery h; fa; cgi is p 2 .
The disadvantage of the ITERATE algorithm is that it may visit a tree node multiple times, leading to high I/O cost.
The GROUP Algorithm
The GROUP algorithm aims to process all subqueries of Q concurrently by employing a shared priority queue U to organize the visits to the tree nodes that can contribute to closer results (for some subquery). Unlike ITERATE, GROUP guarantees that each node in the tree is accessed at most once during query processing.
Pruning Strategies. The algorithm uses three pruning rules. Let e be an entry in a nonleaf tree node. We utilize the MBR and keyword set of e to decide whether its subtree may contain only objects that are farther from or irrelevant to all subqueries of Q.
Pruning Rule 1 prunes a nonleaf entry whose subtree contains objects that have too few relevant keywords for subqueries of Q. This rule is effective when the union keyword set Q: of Q is small, e.g., when many keywords are shared among subqueries of Q.
Pruning Rule 1. Cardinality-Based Pruning. Let e be an entry in a nonleaf node. If jð[ qi2Q q i : Þ \ e: j < min qi2Q jq i : j then no object in the subtree of e can become a result. Note that the premise is equivalent to jQ: \ e: j < Q:m.
Proof. Let p be any object in the subtree of nonleaf entry e. Next, Pruning Rule 2 prunes a nonleaf entry whose subtree contains objects that are located too far away from subqueries of Q. This rule is effective when the MBR Q: is small, i.e., when the subqueries of Q are located within a small region.
Pruning Rule 2. MBR-Based Pruning. Let e be an entry in a nonleaf node, and let q i : be an upper bound on the kNN distance of subquery q i . If mindistððMBR qi2Q q i :Þ; e:Þ ! max q i 2Q q i : then no object in the subtree of e can be a result. Note that the premise is equivalent to mindistðQ:; e:Þ ! Q:.
Proof. Let p be any object in the subtree of nonleaf entry e. For any subquery q 0 of Q, we obtain mindist ððMBR qi2Q q i :Þ; e:Þ mindistðq 0 :; e:Þ. By the property of the IBR-tree, we derive mindistðq 0 :; e:Þ distðq 0 :; p:Þ. Also, we have q 0 : max qi2Q q i :. Combining the above three inequalities together with the given condition max qi2Q q i : mindistððMBR qi2Q q i :Þ; e:Þ, we obtain q 0 : distðq 0 :; p:Þ. Thus, p cannot become a closer result of q 0 . t u
The CPU time required to check Pruning Rules 1 and 2 is independent of the number of subqueries in Q, as they only need aggregate information about Q. However, the two rules are also loose, as they do not exploit all the specific information in the subqueries in Q.
We adopt the filter-and-refine approach when applying the pruning rules. When neither of the two rules can prune a nonleaf entry e, we apply Pruning Rule 3, which must examine each individual subquery of Q. It first constructs the set Q Ã as the subset of subqueries that have the possibility to obtain closer and relevant results from the subtree rooted at e. This subtree only needs to be visited Fig. 2 when the set Q Ã is nonempty. This rule achieves high pruning power, but at higher computational cost.
Pruning Rule 3. Individual Pruning. Let e be an entry in a nonleaf node. Let q i : be an upper bound on the kNN distance of subquery q i . Let Q Ã ¼ fq i 2 Q j mindistðq i :; e:Þ q i :^q i : e: g; if Q Ã ¼ ;, no object in the subtree of e can become a result.
Proof. Let p be any object in the subtree of nonleaf entry e.
Let Q Ã ¼ fq i 2 Q j mindistðq i :; e:Þ q i :^q i : e: g. If Q Ã is the empty set then we obtain mindistðq i :; e:Þ > q i : _ q i : 6 e: , for each q i 2 Q. By the property of the IBR-tree, we derive p: e: , and also mindistðq i :; e:Þ distðq i :; p:Þ. Combining the above inequalities, we obtain distðq i :; p:Þ > q i : _ q i : 6 p: , for each q i 2 Q. Thus, p cannot become a closer result of q i . t u
Algorithm. The GROUP algorithm (Algorithm 2) applies the three pruning rules. The arguments are a joint query Q, the root root of an index, and the number k of results for each subquery.
The priority queue U is first initialized with the root node (lines 1-2). For each subquery q i 2 Q, it employs a priority queue V i to maintain the top-k objects of q i . The value q i : denotes the maximum distance in V i ; it is initialized to infinity. The algorithm then executes the while loop in lines 7-30 whenever U is nonempty. The top-k results of each subquery are eventually reported (line 31).
In each iteration, the top entry e (i.e., with the smallest key) is dequeued from U. Specifically, the key of e is defined as its minimum distance to its relevant subqueries of Q. The loop has two phases: 1) checking whether the dequeued entry e can contribute a closer and relevant result for some subquery (lines 8-17), and 2) processing the child node of e (lines 18-30).
Algorithm 2. GROUP (Joint query Q, Tree root root,
Integer k) 1: U new min-priority queue; 2: U.Enqueue(root; 0); 3: for each subquery q i 2 Q do 4:
V i new max-priority queue;
. maintain the top k objects 5:
initialize V i with k null objects with distance 1; 6: let q i : be the maximum distance in V i ; 7: while U is not empty do 8: e U.Dequeue(); . phase I: checking dequeued entry 9:
if e:key ! Q: or jQ: \ e: j < Q:m then . . top-k results of each subquery
In phase I, Rules 1 and 2 are used to check the dequeued entry e. If e cannot be pruned, set Q Ã is computed, which contains the subqueries that have the possibility of obtaining closer and relevant results from the subtree of e. Then Rule 3 is applied to check again whether e can be pruned.
Next, we recompute the key e:key of e as its minimum distance to the relevant subqueries in the set Q Ã (line 14). It is worth noticing that during the running of the algorithm, the value of q i : can decrease, leading to a reduction of the set Q Ã and thus an increase of e:key. In case e:key has increased, we need to insert it into the priority queue U in order to meet the ascending key ordering requirement of U.
If entry e survives, we enter phase II and read the child node CN of e. In order to retrieve (relevant) keywords for entries in CN, the posting lists of CN are read only for keywords in the set Q Ã : (line 19). If CN is a nonleaf node, we apply Rules 1, 2, and 3 to each entry e 0 in CN. Only unpruned entries are enqueued into U. If CN is a leaf node, we apply Rules 1 and 2 to discard nonqualifying objects in CN. The remaining objects are used to update the results for relevant subqueries of Q Ã . We proceed to explain algorithm GROUP with an example.
Example 2. Consider the joint query Q ¼ fh; fa; bgi; h; fb; cgi; h; fa; cgig from Example 1 in Fig. 2 . Here, Q: ¼ fa; b; cg and Q:m ¼ 2. All subqueries have the same location . We want to find the top-1 object. The algorithm maintains a queue V i of size 1 for each subquery to keep track of the current result of each subquery. First, GROUP visits the root of the tree and loads the posting lists of words a, b, and c in InvF ileroot. Since jR 5 : j ¼ 3 ð! m; R 5 contains a, b, and c) and jR 6 : j ¼ 2 ð! m; R 6 contains a and b), these two entries are inserted into the priority queue according to their keys (i.e., minimum distances to the subquery locations).
Since the key of R 5 is smaller than that of R 6 (0:5 < 1), R 5 is dequeued first. The posting lists of words a, b, and c in InvF ile-R 5 are loaded. Since jR 1 : j ¼ 3 ð! m; R 1 contains a, b, and c) and jR 2 : j ¼ 1 ð< m; R 2 only contains a), R 1 is inserted into the queue, while R 2 is pruned (Rule 1). Now, there are two entries in the queue R 6 and R 1 .
R 6 is dequeued because of its smaller distance (1 < 2). After loading the posting lists of words a, b, and c in InvF ile-R 6 , since jR 3 : j ¼ 2 ð! m; R 3 contains a and b) and jR 4 : j ¼ 0 ð< m ; R 4 contains none of a, b, and c), R 3 is inserted into the queue, while R 4 is pruned (Rule 1). Now, R 1 and R 3 are in the queue.
Next, R 1 is dequeued. The top-1 object for subquery h; fa; bgi is found, i.e., p 1 , and the top-1 object for subquery h; fa; cgi is found, i.e., p 2 . Then R 3 is dequeued. Since R 3 contains a and b and the distance from R 4 to its closest relevant subquery is 4, which is greater than the result (p 1 ) of subquery h; fa; bgi, it is pruned (Rule 2). The queue is empty, and the algorithm terminates and reports the top-k result for each subquery of Q.
Optimization of the Computational Cost (Bitmap-Opt).
It is expensive to perform lines 11 and 14 in Algorithm 2. A straightforward implementation examines each subquery q i 2 Q once, leading to high computational overhead when Q is large. We attach a bitmap to each enqueued entry. The bitmap length equals the number of subqueries. If an entry is relevant to a subquery, i.e., the entry contains the keywords of the subquery, the corresponding bit of its bitmap is set to 1. During query processing, we then need only examine the relevant subqueries of a dequeued entry, and thus save cost.
PROPOSED INDEXES AND ADAPTATIONS
We present the W-IR-tree (and several variants) that organizes data objects according to both location and keywords in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. We discuss the processing of the joint top-k query using existing indexes in Section 4.3.
The W-IR-Tree
Word Partitioning. As a first step in presenting the index structure, we consider the partitioning of a data set according to keywords. We hypothesize that a keyword query will often contain a frequent word (say w). This inspires us to partition data set D into the subset D þ whose objects contain w and the subset D À whose objects do not contain w and that we need not examine when processing a query containing w.
We aim at partitioning D into multiple groups of objects, such that the groups share as few keywords as possible. However, this problem is equivalent to, e.g., the clustering problem and is NP-hard. Hence, we propose a heuristic to partition the objects.
Let the list W of keywords of objects sorted in descending order of their frequencies be w 1 ; w 2 ; . . . ; w m , where m is the number of words in D. Frequent words are handled before infrequent words. We start by partitioning the objects into two groups using word w 1 : the group whose objects contain w 1 , and the group whose objects do not. We then partition each of these two groups by word w 2 . This way, the data set can be partitioned into at most 2; 4; . . . ; 2 m groups. By construction, the word overlap among groups is small, which will tend to reduce the number of groups accessed when processing a query. Algorithm 3 recursively applies the above partitioning to construct a list of tree nodes L. To avoid underflow and overflow, each node in L must contain between B=2 and B objects, where B is the node capacity. In the algorithm, D is the data set being examined, and W is the corresponding word list sorted in the descending order of frequency.
When the number of objects in D (i.e., jDj) is between B=2 and B, D is added as a node to the result list L (lines 1-2). If jDj < B=2 then D is returned to the parent algorithm call (lines 3-4) for further processing. If jDj > B (line 5) then we partition D (lines [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] .
In case W is empty (line 6), all the objects in D must have the same set of words and cannot be partitioned further by words. We hence use a main-memory R-tree with fanout (node capacity) B to partition D according to location and add the leaf nodes of the R-tree to the result list L (lines 7-8).
When W is nonempty, we take the most frequent (first) word in W (lines 9-10). The objects in D are partitioned into groups D þ and D À based on whether or not they contain w (lines 11-12). Next, we recursively partition D þ and D À (lines [13] [14] . The remaining objects from these recursive calls (i.e., the sets T þ and T À ) are then merged into the set T 0 (line 15). If T 0 has enough objects, it is added as a node to L (lines [16] [17] . Otherwise, set T 0 is returned to the parent algorithm call (lines [18] [19] .
If the initial call of the algorithm returns a group with less than B=2 objects, it is added as a node to the result list L, since no more objects are left to be merged. Tree Construction Using Word Partitioning. The W-IRtree uses the same data structures as the IR-tree, but is constructed differently by using word partitioning (thus the prefix "W"). Instead of performing insertions iteratively, we build the W-IR-tree bottom-up.
We first use the word partitioning (Algorithm 3) to obtain the groups that will form the leaf nodes of the W-IRtree. For each leaf node N, we compute N: as the union of the words of the objects in node N, and N: as the MBR of the objects in N. Next, we regard the leaf nodes as objects and apply Algorithm 3 to partition the leaf nodes into groups that form the nodes at the next level in the W-IRtree. We repeat this process until a single W-IR-tree root node is obtained. Fig. 4a illustrates the W-IR-tree for the eight objects in Fig. 4b . Following Example 4.1, leaf nodes R 1 fp 3 ; p 9 g, R 2 fp 1 ; p 2 ; p 5 g, R 3 fp 6 ; p 8 g, and R 4 fp 4 ; p 7 g are first formed. Fig. 4b shows the MBRs of those leaf nodes and R 1 : ¼ fa; dg, R 2 : ¼ fa; b; cg, R 3 : ¼ fd; e; fg, R 4 : ¼ fe; fg. Next, Algorithm 3 is used to partition R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , and R 4 , since they are 4 (the node capacity is 3) nodes and cannot be put into one node at the next level. Using word a, two partitions are obtained, i.e., R 5 fR 1 ; R 2 g and R 6 fR 3 ; R 4 g. Since R 5 and R 6 contain between 1.5 and 3 nodes, there is no need to further partition them. Finally, R 5 and R 6 can be put into one node at the next level, resulting the root node of the W-IR-tree.
The IR-tree and the W-IR-tree organize the data objects differently. The IR-tree organizes the objects purely based on their spatial locations. In contrast, the W-IR-tree first partitions the data objects based on their keywords (lines [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] and then further partitions them based on their spatial locations (lines 6-8). Thus, the W-IR-tree matches better the semantics of the top-k spatial keyword query and has the potential to perform better than the IRtree.
Updates. A deletion in the W-IR-tree is done as in the Rtree, by finding the leaf node containing the object and then removing the object. An insertion selects a branch such that the insertion of the object leads to the smallest "enlargement" of the keyword set, meaning that the number of distinct words included in the branch increases the least if the object is inserted there.
The W-IBR-Tree and Variants
Inverted Bitmap Optimization. Each node in the W-IR-tree contains a pointer to its corresponding inverted file. By replacing each such inverted file by an inverted bitmap, we can reduce the storage space of the W-IR-tree and also save I/O during query processing. We call the resulting tree the W-IBR-tree. Table 2 illustrates the inverted bitmaps that correspond to the nodes of the W-IBR-tree in Fig. 4 . A bitmap position corresponds to the relative position of an entry in its W-IBRtree node. The length of a bitmap is equal to the fanout of a node. For example, the node R 3 stores the points p 6 and p 8 . The inverted list for item f of R 3 is p 8 (which is the second entry in R 3 ). Thus, the inverted bitmap for item f of R 3 is "01."
IBR-Tree and CD-IBR-Tree. The inverted bitmap optimization technique is applicable to the original IR-tree [2] , yielding the IBR-tree. The bitmap optimization technique is also applicable to the CDIR-tree [2] , yielding the CD-IBR-tree.
Query Processing Using Other Indexes
The ITERATE and GROUP algorithms are generic and are readily applicable to the proposed indexes, including the W-IR-tree and the W-IBR-tree; the existing indexes, e.g., the IR-tree and the CDIR-tree; and the existing indexes using the optimizations proposed in this paper, including the IBRtree and CD-IBR-tree. More detailed information is covered in Appendix A and B, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety. org/10.1109/TKDE.2011.172.
I/O Cost MODELS FOR THE IR-TREE AND THE W-IR-TREE
A cost model for an index is affected by how the objects are organized in the index. The Inverted-R-trees, the IR 2 -tree, the IR-tree, and the IBR-tree adopt spatial proximity, as does the R-tree, to group objects into nodes. The W-IR-tree and the W-IBR-tree use word partitioning to organize objects. This section develops an I/O cost model for each of the IR-tree and the W-IR-tree that then serve as representatives of the above two index families. The cost model of the CD-IBR-tree is in-between those of the two families, since it considers both spatial proximity and text relevancy.
Specifically, the models aims to capture the number of leaf node accesses, assuming that the memory buffer is large enough for the caching of nonleaf nodes. 2 We also ignore the I/O cost of accessing posting lists as this cost is 
TABLE 2 Content of Inverted Bitmaps of the W-IBR-Tree
proportional to the I/O cost of accessing the tree. The resulting models provide insight into the performance of the indexes.
Like previous work on R-tree cost modeling [24] , we make certain assumptions to render the cost models tractable. We assume that the locations of objects and queries are uniformly distributed in the unit square ½0; 1 2 . Let n be the number of objects in the data set D, and let B be the average capacity of a tree node. Thus, the number of leaf nodes is N L ¼ n=B.
We assume that the frequency of keywords in the data set follows a Zipfian distribution [16] , [31] , which is commonly observed from the words contained in documents. Let the word w i be the ith most frequent word in the data set. The occurrence probability of w i is then defined as
where N w is the total number of words and s is the value of the exponent characterizing the distribution (skew). Let a query be q ¼ h; i. Suppose that each object and the query contain z keywords. We assume that the words of each object are drawn without replacement based on the occurrence probabilities of the words. Let d knn denote the k NN distance of q, i.e., the distance to the kth nearest neighbor in D. Let e be any nonleaf entry that points to a leaf node. We need to access e 's leaf node when 1. the keyword set of e contains q: , and 2. the minimum distance from q to e is within d knn . Let the probability of the above two events be the keyword containment probability P rðe: q: Þ and the spatial intersection probability P rðmindistðq; e:Þ d knn Þ, respectively. Thus, the access probability of the child node of e is P rðaccess eÞ ¼ P rðe: q: Þ Á P rðmindistðq; e:Þ d knn Þ:
We then estimate the total number of accessed leaf nodes as COST ¼ N L Á P rðaccess eÞ:
We proceed to derive the probability of an object matching the query keywords and the kNN distance d knn . We then study the probabilities P rðe: q: Þ and P rðmindistðq; e:Þ d knn Þ for the IR-tree and the W-IR-tree, respectively. Finally, we compare the two trees using the cost models.
Estimation of Keyword Probability and kNN Distance
Probability of an Object Matching the Query Keywords. Let F ðq:Þ be the probability of having q: as the keyword set of an object of D. Let z be the number of words in each object (and also in the query). Let an arbitrary list (i.e., sequence) of q: be w q 1 ; w q 2 ; . . . ; w q z . Due to the "without replacement" rule, when we draw the jth word of an object, any previously drawn word (w q1 ; w q2 ; . . . ; w qjÀ1 ) cannot be drawn again. Thus, the probability of the jth drawn word being w qj is
Then the probability of drawing the exact list w q1 ; w q2 ; . . . ; w q z is
We then sum up the probability for every list enumeration of q:. As there are z! such lists, the probability of having q: as the keyword set of an object p 2 D is 
k kNN Distance. Observe that the kNN distance d knn of q depends only on the data set D, but is independent of the tree structure.
The number of objects having the keyword q: is n Á F ðq: Þ. By substituting this quantity into the estimation model of Tao et al. [23] , we estimate the kNN distance of q as
We then approximate the kNN circular region ðq; d knn Þ by a square having the same area, i.e., with the side-length l ¼ ffiffiffi p Á d knn . According to Theodoridis and Sellis [24] , the spatial intersection probability is P rðmindistðq; e:Þ d knn Þ % ð þ lÞ
where is the side-length of nonleaf entry e. We shortly provide detailed estimates of for both trees.
I/O Cost Models
IR-Tree. The construction of the IR-tree proceeds as for the Rtree [33] . Objects are partitioned into leaf nodes based on their spatial proximity. We consider the standard scenario where the leaf nodes are squares and form a disjoint partitioning of the unit square. Therefore, we have N L Á 2 ir ¼ 1, and we then
. The spatial intersection probability is derived by substituting ir into (3).
Given the query keyword q: , the keyword set of e contains q: if some object (in the child node) of e has the keyword q: . Note that in the IR-tree, the keywords of the objects in the leaf node pointed to by e are distributed randomly and independently. Since the leaf node has capacity B, the keyword containment probability is P r ir ðe: wÞ ¼ 1 À ð1 À F ðq: ÞÞ B . W-IR-Tree. During the construction of the W-IR-tree, the objects are first partitioned based on their keywords. Thus, the number of leaf nodes that contain the query word q: is maxfN L Á F ðq: Þ; 1g. Then the objects in these nodes are further partitioned into nodes based on their locations. By replacing N L with maxfN L Á F ðq: Þ; 1g in (3), we obtain
We obtain the spatial intersection probability by substituting wir into (3).
Observe that out of N L leaf nodes, maxfN L Á F ðq: Þ; 1g nodes contain the query keyword q: . Thus, the keyword containment probability is P r wir ðe: q:
Theoretical and Empirical Comparisons
Comparisons and Simulation Results. Comparing the above equations, it holds that wir is usually larger than ir . In contrast, P r wir ðe: q: Þ is much smaller than P r ir ðe: q: Þ. Note that the value P r ir ðe: q: Þ is close to 1 at a typical node capacity B (i.e., in the hundreds).
To illustrate the cost models, we consider an example with n ¼ 100;000, k ¼ 10, and z ¼ 1. For the trees, the default maximum capacity is 100 and the fill factor is 0.7, so the average capacity is B ¼ 100 Á 0:7 ¼ 70. Fig. 5 plots the leaf node access probability as a function of the query keyword w i for three different values of s. The larger the value of s, the more skewed the word distribution becomes (s ¼ 0 means the words are uniformly distributed). The estimatedIR and estimatedWIR curve are derived from (2) . The actualIR and actualWIR curve are obtained experimentally from synthetic data. The estimated probabilities are close to the actual probabilities. Recall that w i denotes the ith most frequent word in the data set. Since the IR-tree groups objects solely based on location and the W-IR-tree groups objects based on keywords, the W-IR-tree outperforms the IR-tree for all types of query words in terms of leaf node access probability.
Theoretical Comparison for the Uniform Keyword Case (s ¼ 0). We next give a detailed theoretical comparison between the leaf node access probabilities of the IRtree and the W-IR-tree. For the sake of simplicity, we consider s ¼ 0, z ¼ 1, and k ¼ 1.
. Equation (1) is simplified to 1=N w . When n is arbitrarily large (as is N L ), Equations (4) and (5) are simplified to ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi N w =N L p and 1=N w . The leaf node access probability of the W-IR-tree is
The leaf node access probability of the IR-tree is
Since ðN w À 1Þ B is dominated by N B w À B Á N BÀ1 w , we have
We proceed to identify the conditions when the W-IR-tree or the IR-tree achieves the better performance. By solving P r wir P r ir , we obtain the condition N w B 2 . Similarly, by solving P r wir > Pr ir , we get the condition N w > B 2 . Next, we study the performance gap between the W-IRtree and the IR-tree in these two cases. Let N w ¼ t Á B 2 . When t > 1 , indicating the W-IR-tree is worse than the IRtree (P r wir ! P r ir ), we compute the limit of the difference
Since n is arbitrarily large and 1=N L refers to the probability of accessing one leaf node, when N w > B 2 , the W-IR-tree is only slightly worse than the IR-tree.
When t < 1, since N w ! 1, the smallest possible value of t is 1=B 2 , and we compute the limit of the difference as follows:
So the IR-tree can access B times more leaf nodes than does the W-IR-tree.
In summary, the analysis suggests that the W-IR-tree is significantly better than the IR-tree when t < 1 and only slightly worse than the IR-tree when t > 1 for uniformly distributed words.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
Experimental Setup
We use two real data sets for studying the robustness and performance of the different approaches. Data set "EURO" contains points of interest (e.g., pubs, banks, cinemas) in Europe (www.pocketgpsworld.com). Data set "GN" is obtained from the US Board on Geographic Names (geonames.usgs.gov). Here, each object has a geographic location and a short description. Fig. 6a offers details on EURO and GN. The spatial domain of each data set is normalized to the unit square ½0; 1 2 . Fig. 6b plots the word frequency distributions in the two data sets. They follow the Zipfian distribution. Few words are generic and frequent, while most words are specific and infrequent [16] , [31] .
Regarding the keyword set of a query, we randomly choose an object and then randomly choose words from the object.
Unless stated otherwise, the number w of keywords per query is 3, the number k of results per query is 10, and the number L of subqueries in a joint query is 100.
All index structures are disk resident, and the page size is fixed at 4 KBytes. For all the indexes, the fanout B is 100. All algorithms were implemented in Java and executed on a server with two processors (Intel(R) Xeon(R) Quad-Core CPU E5320 @ 1.86 GHz) and 2 GB memory.
Tuning Experiments
To favor our competitors, we tune the parameters in the IR 2 -tree [3] and the CD-IBR-tree to achieve their best performance on the two data sets.
Tuning the IR 2 -Tree
Each entry stores a signature as a fixed-length bitmap that summarizes the text descriptions of objects enclosed in its subtree. The length of the signature l s affects the performance of the IR 2 -tree. Long signatures provide more accurate information than do short signatures, and thus more subtrees can be pruned, incurring less I/O on tree nodes. However, long signatures occupy more space than do short signatures, and thus incur more I/O on signature files. There is a relation between the length of the signatures and performance. We vary the length of the signature l s to find the best value experimentally. The IR 2 -tree with its best l s is used as one competitor of the proposed solution. Fig. 7 shows the elapsed time and the I/O cost on the EURO data set when varying l s from 300 to 10,000. The IR 2 -tree performs the best on EURO when l s ¼ 7;000. We have also conducted tuning experiments for the GN data set, varying l s from 200 to 200,000. The IR 2 -tree performs the best on GN when l s ¼ 10;000.
Tuning the CD-IBR-Tree
The construction of the CD-IBR-tree consists of two steps, involving two parameters.
Step 1 is the building of a DIRtree with the weight ð0 1Þ assigned to spatial distance when inserting an object (and thus 1 À is the weight assigned to document similarity). When ¼ 1 , the DIR-tree is actually an IR-tree. When ¼ 0 , objects are organized solely according to document similarity.
Step 2 is the integration of cluster information of objects into the DIR-tree. In our experiments, we apply the inverted bitmap optimization technique, resulting in the CD-IBR-tree. The number of clusters c is the second parameter. A larger c provides a tighter bound on the word information in a subtree, but needs more space. A smaller c gives a looser bound, but takes up less storage. There is thus a relation between and the performance, and between c and the performance. Experimentally, we first determine the best for the DIR-tree and then use the DIR-tree with the best to determine the best c. The resulting CD-IBR-tree is taken as a competitor of the proposed solution. Fig. 8 shows the elapsed time and the I/O cost on the EURO data set when varying from 0 to 1. The DIR-tree performs best on EURO when ¼ 0:9. Fig. 9 shows the elapsed time and the I/O cost on the EURO data set when varying c from 4 to 64. As shown, the CD-IBR-tree performs best on EURO when c ¼ 16 .
We have also conducted tuning experiments for the GN data set, i.e., varying from 0 to 1 and varying c from 4 to 64. The DIR-tree performs best on GN when ¼ 0:9 and the CD-IBR-tree performs best on GN when c ¼ 64. Table 3 shows the sizes of the indexes on the two data sets. The Inverted-R-trees is the largest, since it contains an Rtree for each word and since many objects are indexed multiple times. In the IR 2 -tree, the signature length is set to 7,000 and 10,000, and the number of clusters in the CD-IBRtree is 16 and 64 on EURO and GN data set, respectively. The W-IBR-tree requires less space than the W-IR-tree for both data sets. Since the CD-IBR-tree incorporates cluster information, it takes more space than does the W-IBR-tree. Table 4 shows the average MBR area and the average word size (i.e., number of distinct words) of leaf nodes for these indexes. The W-IBR-tree has the lowest average word size while the IR 2 -tree has the smallest average MBR area.
Index Statistics
Performance Evaluation
We proceed to consider the performance of the solutions on the EURO and GN data sets. To evaluate the proposed ITERATE and GROUP algorithms, we apply them to the proposed W-IBR-tree and the existing IR 2 -tree [3] . The CD-IBR-tree that improves on the existing CDIR-tree [2] by using the techniques proposed in this paper is taken as another competitor. For instance, the solution G-W-IBRtree applies the GROUP algorithm to the W-IBR-tree. We also compare with the specialized algorithm for the Inverted-R-trees.
Effect of k (Number of Results per Subquery).
Figs. 10 and 11 show the total I/O cost and elapsed time of the solutions as a function of k. As k increases, more tree nodes are accessed, and thus more I/O and elapsed time are incurred. The Inverted-R-trees is not efficient because it accesses many objects that contain part of the query keywords, but not necessarily all the query keywords. In the worst case, it may access all objects in the inverted Rtrees to obtain the results. Since the GROUP algorithm processes queries jointly, it exploits opportunities to share disk accesses among subqueries. Such shared disk pages are only visited once. Therefore, the cost of GROUP is lower than that of ITERATE. W-IBR-tree-based solutions significantly outperform non-W-IBR-tree-based solutions, since the nodes of the W-IBR-tree have fewer common words so that the search by a query only involves few branches in the W-IBR-tree, due to the pruning power of the query keywords, using both ITERATE and GROUP. The best solution is GROUP on the W-IBR-tree.
Effect of L (Number of Subqueries in a Joint Query). Figs. 12 and 13 show the total I/O cost and elapsed time of the solutions when varying L. As the number of subqueries increases, the costs of Inverted-R-trees and ITERATE increase proportionally because they process subqueries one by one. The cost of GROUP is low since it visits any tree node at most once. The W-IBR-tree outperforms the CD-IBR-tree and the IR 2 -tree consistently with both the ITERATE and the GROUP algorithms.
Effect of w (Number of Keywords per Subquery). Figs. 14 and 15 show the total I/O cost and elapsed time of the solutions when varying w. An increasing number of query keywords has two effects: 1) it becomes less likely for a node to contain all query keywords, and 2) the query results become more distant from the query objects. The former effect may reduce the I/O cost, while the latter may increase the cost.
According to Table 4 , the CD-IBR-tree and the IR 2 -tree contain leaf nodes with large word sizes and thus cannot benefit much from the first effect. On the other hand, the W-IBR-tree contains leaf nodes with small word sizes, so it is capable of utilizing the first effect. Thus, the W-IBR-tree outperforms the CD-IBR-tree and the IR 2 -tree. For the reasons mentioned earlier, GROUP beats ITERATE.
As the number of query keywords increases from 1 to 2, the cost of the Inverted-R-trees increases rapidly because it visits more R-trees. The cost of the Inverted-R-trees increases slowly when the number of query keywords increases from 2 to 5.
Summary. For each data set and index, the GROUP algorithm significantly outperforms the ITERATE algorithm in terms of I/O and elapsed time. This is because the GROUP algorithm processes all subqueries jointly and shares the computation among them. In contrast, the ITERATE algorithm processes queries one-at-a-time and may visit some tree node multiple times. Since the signatures in the IR 2 -tree only capture keyword information approximately, false positives can occur. Substantial I/O cost and elapsed time may result from visiting irrelevant branches. Unlike the other indexes, the Inverted-R-trees cannot utilize both the spatial and keyword information together to prune the search space. In terms of the construction methods of the trees, the W-IBR-tree achieves better query performance than the CD-IBR-tree and the IR 2 -tree. Since the W-IBR-tree has the lowest average word size (i.e., number of distinct words) in leaf nodes (see Table 4 ), it is effective at pruning early irrelevant nodes that do not contain query keywords. We conclude that the GROUP algorithm with the W-IBR-tree is the best proposal. In the following experiments, we only report I/O costs as these dominate the overall processing costs.
Buffering and Optimizations
Effect of Buffering. This experiment uses an LRU main memory buffer for the ITERATE algorithm, denoted by B-ITERATE, and compares it with the GROUP algorithm on the W-IBR-tree. We vary the buffer size b% from 1 to 50 percent of the index pages (including both tree nodes and the inverted index) and report the I/O costs on EURO and GN in Fig. 16 . GROUP outperforms B-ITERATE even when half of the index pages are buffered.
Computational Optimization (Bitmap-Opt) for GROUP. This experiment evaluates the effectiveness of Bitmap-Opt as proposed for GROUP in Section 3.3. We use Ã GROUP to denote a variant of GROUP without Bitmap-Opt, and we compare the ITERATE, GROUP, and Ã GROUP algorithms when used with the W-IBR-tree. Figs. 17 and 18 plot the total elapsed time and the number of comparisons between subqueries and index entries, on the two data sets, as a function of the number of subqueries L. We see that Bitmap-Opt saves considerable numbers of comparisons between subqueries and index entries, thus yielding lower elapsed times when compared to ITERATE and Ã GROUP. Without the Bitmap-Opt optimization, Ã GROUP may incur more comparisons than ITER-ATE. Unlike in ITERATE, the same tree nodes are not visited redundantly in Ã GROUP. This explains why the elapsed time of Ã GROUP is less than that of ITERATE. Since BitmapOpt enables subqueries to be compared only with relevant index entries, the elapsed time of GROUP grows more slowly than does that of ITERATE.
Effect of Inverted Bitmap Optimization. In this experiment, we apply the GROUP and ITERATE algorithms on the W-IBR-tree and the W-IR-tree to evaluate the effectiveness of the inverted bitmap optimization. Fig. 19 shows the I/O costs of the methods when varying k (the number of results per subquery). The W-IBR-tree accesses compact inverted bitmaps to retrieve keywords of entries/objects, so it incurs lower cost than does the W-IR-tree (using inverted files).
Extent of Workload Sharing
Effect of Different Types of Keywords. This experiment studies the performance of the solutions for different types of query keywords:
. Random keywords (R-key). Picking a random data object and then random words of the object as the query keyword set, as mentioned earlier. . Partitioning keywords (P-key). Picking words that are used for the partitioning of objects in the W-IBR-tree. . Nonpartitioning keywords (NP-key). Picking words that are not used for the partitioning of objects in the W-IBR-tree. Fig. 20 shows the total I/O costs of the methods for these three types of keywords. The W-IBR-tree outperforms the CD-IBR-tree using R-key and P-key, while they have comparable performance for NP-key. The W-IBR-tree beats the Inverted-R-trees and the IR 2 -tree for all three types of keywords. R-key uses randomly generated keys and does not favor any particular index. In this setting, the W-IBRtree achieves better performance than the other indexes.
Effect of Overlap Among Query Keywords. This experiment evaluates the effect of overlap among keywords in subqueries. A higher overlap means that the subqueries share more common keywords, while a low overlap means subqueries tend to have different keywords. We randomly generate subquery keywords within the top-X most frequent words from the data set, where X ¼ 5; 10; 20; 50; 100; 200; 500. A small X indicates a high overlap, while a large X indicates a low overlap. In order to remove the effect of different locations of subqueries, all queries are assigned the same location. Fig. 21 shows the total I/O cost of the different solutions as a function of X. The I/O cost of the W-IBR-tree increases as X increases. This is because the W-IBR-tree groups objects in terms of words.
When X is small, i.e., the keywords of queries are similar, the I/O cost is low, and vice versa. Observe that the I/O cost of GROUP on the IR 2 -tree and the CD-IBR-tree are insensitive to the value of X. This is because the benefit of keyword sharing among subqueries is counteracted by the better punning power of infrequent words at a large X, which means that queries tend to have fewer frequent words. This also explains why the I/O cost of ITERATEbased solutions and the Inverted-R-trees decreases as X increases and the GROUP algorithm drops at X ¼ 500. Again, GROUP-W-IBR-tree is the best.
Effect of Side Length of the Joint Query's MBR. This experiment evaluates the effect of the side length of the joint query's MBR. A small side length implies that subqueries are close to each other, while a large side length indicates that the subqueries are far from each other. We draw rectangles taking the whole spatial center location as their center and s% of the side length of the spatial domain as their side length, where s% ¼ 0%; 1%; 2%; 5%; 10%; 20%; 50%; 100%. Each rectangle corresponds to the MBR of a joint query, and the locations of subqueries are generated randomly within the MBR. In order to remove the effect of different keywords of subqueries, all queries are assigned the same one keyword. Fig. 22 shows the I/O costs of the different solutions as a function of s%. We find that the performance of the Inverted-R-trees and the ITERATE-based solutions are insensitive to the size of the joint query's MBR. This is because they process subqueries one by one so that the performance is not affected by the locations of the subqueries. The I/O costs of the GROUP-based methods increases as s% increases. This is because the GROUP algorithm shares the computation among subqueries so that a smaller size of the joint query's MBR (subqueries are close to each other) favors it.
RELATED WORK
We classify existing related indexes into two categories: augmented R-trees and loosely combined R-trees.
Augmented R-Trees. In the augmented R-tree approach [2] , [3] , [26] , [27] , each entry e in a tree node stores a keyword summary field that concisely summarizes the keywords in the subtree rooted at e. This enables irrelevant entries to be pruned during query processing. Two augmented indexes were covered earlier [2] , [3] . The IR-tree [2] differs from the other augmented trees in two ways. First, the fanout of the tree is independent of the number of words of objects in the data set. Second, during query processing, only (a few) posting lists relevant to the query keywords need to be fetched. The bR Ã -tree [26] augments each node with a bitmap and MBRs for keywords. An improvement of this structure, the virtual bR Ã -tree [27] , has also been proposed. Both structures target the m CK query that retrieves m objects of minimum diameter that match given keywords. This query is very different from the top-k spatial keyword query. Furthermore, when the domain of keywords is large, the bitmaps are large and do not fit in the tree nodes of these two trees.
Loosely Combined R-Trees. Earlier works use loose combinations of an inverted file and an R Ã -tree [1] , [6] , [14] , [25] , [30] . This approach has the disadvantage that it cannot simultaneously prune the search space using both keyword similarity and spatial distance. The Inverted R-tree by Zhou et al. [30] was covered earlier. It is expensive to process a query with multiple keywords, as multiple R Ã -trees must be traversed. Also, it requires considerable storage space to maintain a separate R Ã -tree for each keyword. Hariharan et al. [6] present the so-called KR Ã -tree in which each node is virtually augmented with the set of keywords that appear in the subtree rooted at the node. The KR Ã -tree-based query processing algorithm first finds the set of nodes that contain the query keywords. The resulting set then serves as the candidate pool for subsequent search. This yields a large (and unnecessary) overhead when the initial pool is large.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper introduces the joint top-k spatial keyword query and presents efficient means of computing the query. Our solution consists of: 1) the W-IBR-tree that exploits keyword partitioning and inverted bitmaps for indexing spatial keyword data, and 2) the GROUP algorithm that processes multiple queries jointly. In addition, we describe how to adapt the solution to existing index structures for spatial keyword data. Empirical studies with combinations of two algorithms and a range of indexes demonstrate that the GROUP algorithm on the W-IBR-tree is the most efficient combination for processing joint top-k spatial keyword queries.
It is straightforward to extend our solution to process topk spatial keyword queries in spatial networks. We take advantage of euclidean distance being a lower bound on network distance. While reporting the top-k objects incrementally, if the current object is farther away from the query in terms of euclidean distance than is the kth candidate object in terms of network distance, the algorithm stops and the top-k result objects in the spatial network are found. The network distance from each object to a query can be easily computed using an existing efficient approach [20] .
An interesting research direction is to study the processing of joint moving queries, which is useful in environments with continuously moving users. . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
